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Modern Digital Technologies in
Surgical Training
In the current era of advanced digital technology, surgical simulations

provide a valuable opportunity to learn outside the operating room in a safe

environment under experienced guidance without risk to the patients.

Implementing new technologies, such as different forms of surgical

simulations, in surgical training aims to improve training experience, training

outcome, patient safety, and healthcare quality. The following review

provides an overview of surgical simulation methods and their importance in

contemporary surgical training.

Simulation in medicine

Simulation can be defined as the reproduction of the essential features of a

real-life situation to achieve education through experiential learning goals [1],

[2]. The aim is to represent reality as closely as possible such that the

trainee is convinced the simulated encounter replicates what would happen

in a real-life situation [3]. This controlled environment promotes repeated

practice in a setting that forgives failure, allowing the opportunity to learn

from potential mistakes without causing harm to the patient [4], [5]. In

surgery, the simulation also helps to enhance psychomotor skills, hand-eye

coordination, and ambidextrous abilities, which is especially important for

minimally invasive surgery (MIS) [6]. Repeatedly using surgical simulation

tools reduces operative time, lowers complication rates, and improves

patient outcomes [7].

Classification of surgical Simulators

Surgical simulators can be divided into two main groups: wetlab and drylab
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(Fig. 1) [3]. Wetlab simulations consist of live animal and human cadaveric

models with high-fidelity quality. However, many limitations regulate wetlab

simulation, such as high costs, low accessibility, and ethical considerations

[8]. Drylab simulators comprise electronic and synthetic bench models.

Synthetic models are constructed from various materials and are

conventionally used to teach basic procedures [9], [10]. In addition, box

trainers familiarize trainees with two major aspects of laparoscopy:

psychomotor control and visuospatial orientation [10].

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the main classification of surgical simulators.

Synthetic organs

 The use of synthetic organs made of different materials can be tailored to

provide realistic responses to incision, dissection, and suturing, thus

enabling realistic tactile simulations in surgical training [11]. Developing and

validating synthetic organs is especially important in urology, gynecology,

and general surgery [12].

Thanks to material engineering, developing three-dimensional (3D) silicone

organ models based on realistic patient anatomy is possible using different

modeling and 3D printing technology [13].  Karadza et al. described a silicone

BioTissue pancreas, bile duct, and small intestinal model to practice

anastomotic suturing after pancreatoduodenectomy. The synthetic organ

models showed high haptic realism and realistic suturing behavior and have

successfully been used in professional courses and training (Fig. 2) [14].

Fig 2: BioTissue silicone organ models of the pancreas, small bowel, portal
vein and bile duct in robotic surgery (A, C) and open surgical training (B).

Virtual Reality simulators

Virtual reality (VR) is a collection of technologies allowing people to interact

efficiently with 3D computerized environments in real-time using their

natural senses and skills [15]. The first models were introduced in the 1990s

to broaden user interactivity and increase fidelity [16]. One of the first VR

simulators was developed by surgeons collaborating with psychologists who

designed a task analysis of laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) [3]. Most VR

simulators are designed to teach laparoscopic and endoscopic procedures

such as LC, appendectomy, inguinal hernia repair, and hysterectomy (Fig. 3)

[17], [18]. A VR simulator allows the trainee to practice basic skills such as
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dissection, retraction, cutting, and suturing, as well as complete surgical

procedures [19]. One of the most attractive features of the VR simulator is

the ability to offer repetitive training with context, training programs,

feedback, and instructions in a safe surgical setting for practicing outside of

the OR [20], [21]. However, the main downside of the VR simulator reported in

the current literature is the limited realism of haptic feedback and visual

interaction with tissue, which somewhat restricts skill transfer to real-life

surgery [22].

Fig. 3: A -Da Vinci Xi robotic simulator, Simbionix USA Inc. B - Virtual Reality
laparoscopic cholecystectomy performed in a LapMentor simulator. 

Immersive Virtual Reality

 An extension of VR is immersive virtual reality (iVR), defined as an entirely

virtual interactive simulation with a 3D environment projected onto a head-

mounted display (HMD), allowing for 360° of visual immersion and real-time

manipulation of virtual items [16]. This type of simulator creates a digital

environment that replaces the user's real-world environment. The

combination of iVR with machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI)

is transforming virtual reality into an innovative tool not only for training

reiterated technical schemes but also for providing personalized teaching

and assessing skill acquisition [23].

Telestration and Augmented Reality

 New technological advancement enabled the creation of telestration

models with augmented reality (AR) to assist intraoperative expert guidance

and training in MIS [24], [25]. One of the telestration models with AR, the

iSurgeon, has shown a positive impact on MIS training in basic laparoscopic

skills and LC compared to conventional verbal guidance (Fig. 4) [26], [27].

Furthermore, telestration models with AR, like iSurgeon, can provide

effective MIS training and real-time intraoperative guidance during MIS

procedures also remotely.

Fig 4: A - Visual guidance with augmented reality of a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy using the iSurgeon system. B – Mobile augmented reality
telestration technology with iSurgeon system expert pointing at the
infundibulum of the gallbladder. 
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Robotic-assisted surgery and surgical simulators

 Robotic-assisted surgery (RAS) has some advantages over laparoscopic

surgery since it restores some of the visuospatial deficit through 3D

stereoscopic visualization, eases instrument manipulation, and provides a

stable platform and advantages for precise dissection and handling. Some

RAS systems have eye-tracking functions and tremor filtering, enabling the

surgeon to be more accurate [28]. RAS provides a perfect platform for the

digitalization of surgery since it allows for both extraction of surgical data

and the input of various kinds of information to support surgical

performance. RAS potentially reduces workload and shortens the surgical

learning curve compared to conventional laparoscopy [29]. Currently, RAS is

widely used in various surgical disciplines, such as urology, gynecology,

general, and cardiothoracic surgery [30]. Most RAS training focuses on

developing the technical and cognitive skills required to operate at the

surgical console, and some also provide full procedural simulations [31].

Some of the most widely used RASS simulators are SEP-Robot, RoSS, RobotiX

Mentor dV-Trainer, and the da Vinci Skills Simulator [32].

Serious gaming

 A novel concept in medical education is interactive learning through serious

gaming. It is formally defined as an interactive computer application with a

challenging goal, is fun to play, incorporates a scoring mechanism, and

supplies the user with skills, knowledge, or attitudes helpful in reality [33],

[34]. It can even be more efficacious than conventional methods of health

professions education through increased engagement and immersion due to

the game’s competitive element, fun, and interactivity [35], [36], [37].

However, one common barrier associated with game-based learning is the

resources needed to develop and implement a successful activity [38].

 A future approach in serious gaming could be implemented in the form of

hybrid models that combine traditional teaching methods with a computer

software component such as artificial intelligence. Thus, the surgical

simulation could offer teaching programs providing valuable information for

the trainees based on deep learning algorithms such as feedback, anatomy

identification, and surgical outcome. Mascagni et al. described a deep

learning model for laparoscopic cholecystectomy that can provide

segmentation of the hepatocystic anatomy and predict Critical View of

Safety (CVS) criteria achievement to avoid biliary and vascular injuries [39].

Such predictions in a controlled and simulated environment can potentially

improve learning curves and patient safety.

Conclusions

The traditional Halstedian model, "see one, do one, teach one," is no longer

acceptable since surgical simulations have become essential to

contemporary surgical training and education and provide surgical training

outside the operation room. This takes away part of the surgical learning

curve from the patient side and thus improves care. The old paradigm now

transforms into "see more, practice more, do more, teach more". The

contemporary surgical training modalities provide a new shift in surgical

training approach, enabling trainees in a patient-safe training environment

to perfect their surgical skills.
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